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ABSTRACT

THE DIRECT SUPPORT ARTILLERY BATTALION: COUNTERFIRE OR CLOSE

SUPPORT? by MAJ Albert F. Turner Jr., USA. 67 pages.

This monograph discusses the issue of the Direct Support
Field Artillery battalion's participation in the artillery duel

or counterfire battle. --If conventional Mid- or High-Intensity
war were to occur in central Europe, the United States would
face an en...y bringing to the battlefield a massive quantitative
superior_- in artillerf. The monograph examines the role of
artillery on the battlefield and where it achieves the greatest
payoff.

The monograph first examines the historical underpinnings
of artillery doctrine for both the United States and the Soviet

Union. It then turns to a review of the current doctrine and
attack methodologies for both nations. It attempts to extend
from the historical trends the basis of current doctrine. The

study then conducts a case study applying the current doctrine
in order to determine the ability of the United States forces to
counter the Soviet threat using different artillery force
combinations available to the maneuver brigade commander.

Upon completion of the case study, an evaluation of the
presented material i_= conducted. The monograph concludes that

that artillery threat facing the United States is so large that
to attacl,. it with anything but all available forces ris e -deeat
of the entire force. The study also concludes that there are

weaknesses associated with the mass artillery Soviet tactics.
Thcse weaknesses can be att-acked. This will upset the rh.thm of
the Soiet attack and will then free friendly artillery to
conduct close support for maneuver fur-ces.
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i NTRODUCT ION

The ne%,t battlefield is acknowledged to be lethal,

fluid. and confusing. If it occurs in Europe against the

Warsaw Fact forces, it will be at, environment where NATO and

United States forces will be outnumbered in many ways. One

manner will be a significant Soviet numerical advantage in

artillery tubes.'

The United States Field Artillery prides itself on it=

ability to support the maneuver forces. One established

manner of support is providing a Direct Support (DS)

battalion to every committed maneuver brigade. Readily

available fire s,pport to the brigade is the intent.

On the next battlefield, an unaddressed issue is

whether or not that battalion will be available. The

question is whether or not that battalion's efforts would be

better spent attacking enemy artillery systems. If the

enemy is able to bring a preponderance of artillery to the

battlefield, and if he is able to use that artillery to

suppress or destroy friendly front line forces, then their

massive attack techniques will Succeed. If their artillery

numerical advantage can be quieted or reduced, the

correlation of forces is less unfavorable to friendly

forces. The question to be answered is whether or not the

DS artillery battalion would be better employed fighting the

Zounter~fire battle rather than attempting to provide the

close support that is -ought by the maneuver brigade: or, if
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not an either/or case, under what conditions should it fight

in the counterfire battle.

METHODOLOGY

The methodology to be employed will use both

Kistorical, doctrinal and numerical analysis techniques.

History will reveal the foundations upon which the Soviet

Union and the United States built their artillery formations

and their doctrine. The emphasis will be on artillery

attack and counter-fire methods.

With that as background, a comparison of current

artillery doctrines will be conducted. This comparison will

reveal the extent the historical trends have carried

forward. Once the historical background and current

doctrine is presented, a discussion of the attack

methodologies for the two sides will be presented.

Then the discussion will turn to the technical side for

a case study. In it the total number of targets available

to be attacked in a doctrinal scenario are tabulated. In

this particular case, the case Study will portray a US J-

Series maneuver brigade defending against a Soviet Motorized

Rifle Division (BMF) conducting a supporting attack. The

scenario will employ current doctrinal formation templates. .

It will provide a vivid portrayal of the fruition of the two

doctrines.

An analysis will follow. This analysis will reveal the
.se

simnilarities and/or differences between the two doctrines. a

-?a-



This analysis will also reveal certain strengths and

weaknasses of the two systems.

From the analysis, it will be possible to draw certain

conclusions. Those conclusions will lead to specific

recommendations.

Before that point can be reached, it is necessary to

make certain assumptions to narrow the discussion.

ASSUMPTIONS

Certain assumptions were made, especially in regards to

the fictitious analysis scenario.

1. The war is taking place in a US sector in

Europe. Spillover from adjacent unit sectors is
not a concern.

2. A US J-Series maneuver brigade with no
additional augmentation other than a "normal"
division slice will be opposed by a Soviet

Motorized Rifle Division. (It could just as easily
be a Tank Division in terms of artillery systems 'C

represented.)

3. Artillery reinforcements will consist of a

corps artillery battalion reinforcing the DS

battalion in the US unit. (Given that this is a
supporting attack sector, providing no additional
artillery is not unreasonable.) The Soviet
division will receive augmentation from Front and
Army.

4. Nuclear exchanges have not occurred and are not
snti-ipated in the immediate future.

5. Current weapons and equipment in the US
inventory are employed. No consideration is given
to developmental improved US artillery systems.

6. The data employed is unclassified. As such,

some of the technicalities may not be completely
accurate, but will be close enough to suffice for
the analysis.

p.
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Having narrowed the scope, it is prudent to review

first the historical foundations of the US and Soviet

artillery doctrine and technology.

HISTORICAL BACK"GROUND

PRE WORLD WAR II

Counterfire doctrine did not keep pace with the

development of modern artillery weaponry. Its employment

was as early as the Russo-Japanese War. In 1?04 at the

Battle of Sha-Ho, the Japanese were the first to use reverse

slope positioning and forward observers to direct their

artillery fall of shot against the Russians. The Russians,

employing tactics which were normal for the time, deployed

their artillery on line in full view of the enemy with the

intention of engaging in an artillery duel. The Japanese,

protected by their reverse slope were able to decimate the

Russian artillery with little loss.2

The Germans were the first to recognize the value of

concealed artillery positions. The concealed positions were

incorporated into their 1911 Drill RegLtlations. The

British and French. slower to adopt concealed artillery

techniques. Suffered greater artillery attrition in the

early stages of World War I. By the time the United States

joined the conflict, the allies had adopted counterbattery

techniques and were actively attempting to silence the enemy

artillery.

During World War I, counterbattery fires were either

for destruction Or neutralization. Destruction Was

L.. V4.6 .- \.V.., .. *; / ~ %



predominant during the early part of the war but was soon

discovered to be very expensive in terms of ammunition

expended and the number of artillery tubes involved.

Neutralization was later adopted as a less expensive route

achieving the same effect -- the quieting of enemy

artillery. 4 Soldiers of the period later concluded that

counterbattery never won a battle. Targets were often

destroyed, but rarely in time to affect the maneuver battle.

What was important was that the targets were silenced. The

US' first exposure was to an economical solution --

neutral ization.e

WORLD WAR II.

During World War II, different trends were displayed by

both the United States and the Soviet Union. In the United

States Army, counterbattery was handled primarily by Corps

headquarters. Concurrently, there was a refinement of sound

and flash locating and crater analysis.6 This facilitated

the accurate location of targets. Another trend developed

during and refined since World War II was the massed fire

technique. The Field Artillery School developed the method

where a single fire direction center (FDC) could mass the

fires of several units. That combined with a Time-On-Target

mission could provide effective and demoralizing fires.
7

While these changes were taking place in the US

artillery, the Soviet Union artillery underwent five main

_Sq
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changes. First, they increased the concentration of their

weaponsA0 For exEmple:

Density of Soviet Artillery 1941-1945

Battle Total # Main Atk Tubes in Tubes/
Year Area Tubes Zone (km) Zone Km
'41 Moscow ? 10 30 3
'42 Stalingrad 14000 2 340 170 a

'43 Lrsk 3400C 2 460 230
'44 Vi stul a- 77500 2 500 250

Oder
'45 Berlin 41600 4.5 1600+

Table V9

Second, they developed and introduced the concept of the

"artillery offensive". This provided uninterrupted support

to the ground forces during all stages of the offensive.

Third, command of the artillery was increasingly centralized eF

in order to maximize its use. Next, wide use of artillery

was made in the direct fire mode. Finally, there was an

increased use of self propelled artillery.10  The Soviet

artillery attack techniques most successful included the

destruction of located point targets and the conduct of a

thorough preparation. ""

The norm established by the Soviets during The Great

Patriotic War was three hundred cannon weapon systems per

kilometer of front.1 2 Another trend they developed was the

massive expenditure of artillery ammunition. During the

attack on Berlin. the final extreme, they fired 7,140),0(c: r0

rounds of artillery. 1 3

,% %
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Their counterfire techniques relied upon the same

tactic -- mass. They felt it best to attack the enemy

preemptively, to fire a counterpreparation, before the enemy

was able to seize the initiative by firing his own

preparation. The premier example of this was the

counterpreparation fired to support the defense of the Kursk

salient.

In preparing to repulse the German offensive at
Orel and Kursk. we were firmly convinced that in an
artillery counterpreparation it is necessary first
of all to shell the enemy's artillery and
mortars...We felt that once our artillery
effectively silenced the enemy's artillery and
mortars, his infantry and tanks would be deprived
of supporting fires and his attack weakened to the
utmost...The result was the silencing of a large
number of batteries and destruction of numerous
OP's. This blow necessarily affected German plans
for their artillery preparation. This was fired
along the entire front, but it was weak and
disorganized. We found that even those batteries
which had not been included in our
counterpreparation plan acted in a highly %
unorganized fashion. 1 4 %

The discussion thus far leads to a question as to the

more effective means of attacking enemy targets -- mass or

technique. Technique relies upon accurate target

location.1 e If target location is inaccurate, or sufficient

weapons to compensate for the inaccuracies are not employed

then the effect will likely be lost. This is a fault of the

technique method which is overcome by the mass method. The

mass tactic- concentrates on an area vice a point. It is

more expensive in terms of ammunition and weapons, but has a

better probability/ of hitting something in the targeted area

by virtue of covering a larger area.



POST WORLD WAR II

United States. Subsequent to World War II the

established artillery trends of the United States and the

Soviet Union continued their divergence. In the US there

was rapid demobilization. Organizations and units literally

ceased to exist. Counterbattery organizations that had been

formed during the war were "stood down" along with the rest

of the army. The skills that had been developed were erased

to such an extent that counterfire disappeared from the 1Q47

version of FM 100-5. 16

When the Korean War erupted. the artillery was caught

short as was the rest of the Army. Despite that, the United

States was able to enjoy artillery superiority. The North

Koreans and Chinese had limited artillery assets which were

easily attacked by the superior quantities and techniques of

the US.

In VietNam the US again enjoyed artillery superiority.

The primary indirect fire threat was from mortars. The

counterfires fired were often preplanned and on likely

mortar positions. Additionally, radar systems were

available to assist in locating these limited enemy indirect

fire systems."r When counterfires were employed, they

contributed significantly to the success of friendly

maneuver. 1 0

US weapon systems development followed much the same

trend as the personnel policies. During World War II,

allied artillery had been concerned with gradual
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improvement. New systems were scheduled for fielding in the

second half of the 1?4's. With the termination of the war.

resources went to other areas. Thus, the Korean War was

fought with World War II systems. However, new systems

appeared shortly thereafter. 1  Since then, the JS and NATC

trend has been to acquire fewe- weapons with multiple

uses. 20

The result of this historical development was that the

US had enjoyed artillery superiority sio:ce World War I! and

had developed techniques for massing on targets from

numerous different sources to achieve an effective

silencing. The critical aspect of it which must be

highlighted is that the number of opposing systems was

always small. Technical massing was effective under those

conditions.

Soviet Union. The Soviet Union followed a different

path. They felt that the artillery provided a major

contribution to the success of the Great Patriotic War.

From the numerous battle orders of the army
commands and the reports on the actions of the
forces in the operation, it is clear that artillery
played the leading role in supporting infantry and
tank actions. = '

Through the 1?50's Soviet artillery enjoyed this reputation.

It retained an inordinate proportion of all ground forces

personnel.

With the advent of nuclear weapons, the role of the ,

artillery was reexamined. The artillery was downgraded and

replaced by nuclear systems. similar to the US Air For-e

,p , "-" .-".~7 :;-~ %~/-> , - - . . % . . .S_*. - - " ' , - . . .- - - - --
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bomber versus mi5sile debate occurrirg diring the same time

period. The Soviet intent remained the same. Massive fire_

would be delivered on the breakthrough zone. Only the means

of delivering them was changing. In the l%6C's there war a

realization of the impact of this total dependence on

nuclear weapons. Consequently the Soviets returned to an

increased reliance on conventional field artillery. 2

The Soviets were impressed with the US' ability to mass

the fires of several dispersed units during World War II.

Unable to achieve that themselves, the,/ substituted numbers

of weapons for technique.2 3  Since the resurgence of the

artillery in the 1960's. they have been steadily increasing

the numbers of tubes in their inventory. The Defense

Intelligence Agency's assessment is that the increase means

that the artillery is approaching the level of importane."

that it had at the end of World War II. = 4

This was borne out by the 'T77 Middle East War. The '73

war revealed to the Soviets that Field Artillery was the

most dependable means of fire suppOrt available on the

battlefield.2 5  Israel, having lost the use of its Air

Force, suddenly recognized the importance of the artillery.

The Soviet's observation was:

... when support for the attacking tanks and
motorized infantry units had been prepared and

carried out by the artillerY in a superficial
manner, the consequences for the attackers were
disastrous. 26

Another observation from the war was that artillery wa_= not

a killer of tanks. Both the Israelis and the Egyptians (the

or.

% . .5
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Soviet surrogates) attributed only two to five percent of

the tank casualties to enemy artillery.
2 7

Artillery tactics, techniques, doctrine, and materiel

followed diverging courses starting before World War I. The

Soviet Union, with its long memory, learned painfully the

necessity of avoiding effective counterfires. The United

States learned during World War I the benefits of accurate

target location which then allowed them to economize in the

attack of those targets.

During World War II, the US refined its massing fire

technique and its target location methods. The Soviets,

unable to duplicate those skills, relied on massive

quantities as the method to counter enemy artillery.

Subsequent to World War I, the US has enjoyed

numerical and qualitative superiority over enemy artillery.

Consequently, it has never had to combat the problems

a3sociated with inferiority in either category. The Soviets

maintained a recognition o the value of artillery learned

during World War II. Their post World War II history shows

this trend continuing.

With this history as background, the stud now turns to

a comparison of the current doctrine: Soviet and US. The

foundations laid by history will continue forward into

current conditions.

V .. *"! I ' .. . . -.
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CURRENT DOCTRINE

DEFINITIONS

V
Overview. The Israelis and Soviets would agree that

artillery played a critical role in the last war. It most

closely approximated the anticipated type of warfare in

Europe. It appeared that artillery was not effective as a

tank killer. If it does not kill systems. how does it ,

achieve a critical role? How does it contribute to the %

battle? What are the effects of artillery fire?

In today's lexicon, target servicing is:

... neutralizing and/or destroying threat forces
within line-of-sight that are capable of firing
their primary weapon system on friendly forces.
Targets include tanks, combat vehicles, antitank

guided missiles (ATGMs), and dismounted
infantry...Target servicing may also include
employment of supporting weapons, such as mortars,
field artillery, tactical aircraft, and electronic

jammers, as they contribute to the direct fire
battle. 2

p..

Significant in the definition is that the focus is on the P%

close battle and the use of non-direct fire systems to

assist in its conduct. N

Another way to say that is close support. Close

support "...engagels] enemy troops, weapons, or pcsitions I

that are threatening or can threaten the force... " Close

Support is generally defined as engaging those forces that

are in direct fire range of friendly forces. It achieves

its effects by disrupting the momentum of the attack and

suppressing those weapon systems attempting to engage

friendly forces.

'.

,-.,
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United States Terms. FM 6-2(, Fire Suoport In Comtined

Arms Operations, provides the fire support doctrine for the

US Army. It categorizes the type of desired enemy damage as

suppression. neutralization, or destruction. Although there

are differences between each, the primary difference is in

the amount of damage to be inflicted.

SUPPRESSION of a target limits the ability of the

enemy personnel in the target area... creates
apprehension or surpri se and causes tan s to button
up.. .to blind or confuse. The effect of
suppression fires usually last only as long cs the
fires are continued. Suppression fires are used

against lik:ely, suspect, or inaccurately located
enemy firing positions.

NEUTRALIZATION of a target knocks it out of the
battle temporarily. Experience has shown that 10
percent or more casualties may neutralize a unit.
The unit will become effective again when
casualties are replaced and equipment is repaired.
Neutralization fires are used against targets

located by accurate map inspection. by indirect

fire adjustment, or bi a target acquisiti on device.

DESTRUCTION puts the target out of action for a
prolonged period of time. Dependent on the type,

morale, and discipline of the enemy force, 3)
percent or more casualties normally will render a
unit ineffective. Direct hits are required to
destroy hard materiel targets. Targets must be
located by accurate map inspection, by indirect
fire adjustment, or by a target acquisition
devi ce • *

There e"ist varying doctrinal differences or interpretati-ns

.f the definitions. FM 6-141-i, Field Artillery Target

Analysis and Weapons Employment: NonNuclear, e-pands the

definition of suppression to include that it is delivered by

small delivery units and requires only a small e',penditUre

of ammunition. FM 6-141-1 includes in its definition of

neutralization a _tatement that it will varyv acc:rding t=

F ~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ W W% Mr * J r-i*,**~* ~ ~ .j.'.~V.%
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the tpe and size of the target and the weapon/ammurition

combination used. It goes on to state that destrLction will

require large expenditures of ammunition from many u"nits.* 1

P

Soviet Terms. The Soviets differ in their definitions r

of damage to be done to targets. They categorize their

levels of damage as annihilation, destruction,

neutralization, or harassment.

ANNIHILATION of a target consists of inflicting
such losses or damage on it from which it becomes I
completely noncombat-effective.

i%

DESTRUCTION of a target consists of putting it in
an unfit condition.

NEUTRALIZATION of a target consists of inflicting

losses (destruction) on it and creating such
conditions with the fire in which it temporarily
loses combat effectiveness, its maneuver is
restr'icted. or control is disrupted.

HARASSMENT of a target is accomplished by
conducting harassing fire with a limited number of 6
pieces and a limited amount of ammunition for
putting moral-psychological pressure on enemy
personnel.:3 "

Harassment norms are designed to achieve a ten percent level

of damage; neutralization achieves 20-70% while annihilation

is meant to destroy 50-6.1% of the unit.z 3 '3

Differences. The obvious difference between the two

systems is the level of destruction that they seek to"

achieve and their interpretation :of the damage required to
0m

incapacitate a unit. The LIS definition is considerably |
'-

lighter than the Soviet. The Soviet definitizn of 0

harassment includes the impact of moral-ps,/chological impact

-n the indiVidual soldier. The US definition of su_ppres-ion

p

0N
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only alludes to it. The purpose of both deinitiDn appears

the same.

SUPPESS ION

Artillery achieves its greatest effect through

suppression.3"4 As the FM 6-20 definition indicated.

suppression is temporary, but its effects can be renewed.

"Suppression is the process of temporarily degrading unit or

individual combat performance through psychological and

physical means."" Historically, this has also been the

case.

A number of reported experiences from World War II
suggest other than weapon lethal area for the 1
scaling of suppressive effects. For instance,
rocket projectiles reportedly had a large
suppressive effect due to the their distinctive
sound signature. German-designed "whistling"
artillery rounds also reportedly had a larger
suppressive effect than predicted on the basis of IL
round lethality. When the British attempted to
increase the lethal effects of the bombs during the
bombing of Ft. Lapin (25 September 1944) by use of
"dai sV cutter" fuzed (nose extender with point
detonating fuze) ordnance, the subsequent
interrogation of German prisoners of war revealed
that it was the conventionally fuzed bombs that
produced large craters which had a greater
suppressive effect on the defenders.'3

John Ellis in The Sharp End reports that "...artillery and

high ex:plosives were the most terrifying, the ones that made

men feel utterly dwarfl- by the materiel hol -_hust around

them."'21 At the same time, the effect of Suppression cannot

be quantified too accurately due to the wide variability of

human reaction in combat.30

There is a close relationship between _uppres:icn and

attrition. If a unit is not suppressed, it can ,rntinu, e its

NM
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mission. If it is suLppressed, it has two choices. It c an

cower in position. seeking whatever cover is available while

also risking damage to its equipment and personnel. Or., it

can move to escape the bombardment. In either case, the

result is the same - the unit is temporarily Out of action.

Thus. although suppression works primarily against the

human mind, it can also damage personnel or equipment. In

order to maximize both suppression and damage, it is best

that the initial volleys be both massive and surprising.

This catches the target in the most unprepared and ,.

vulnerable state. To counter this vulnerability, both the

US and the Soviets have gone to increasingly armored

personnel carriers and weapon systems.

MISSIONS OF ARTILLERY

United States. Part of the reason +or becoming self-

propelled has been the focus of artillery. The focus for US

artillery has been to facilitate maneuver. Fire support

facilitates maneuver by destroying enem, forces and

suppressing direct and indirect fires including -
N.

counterfires. =3 A close analysis of the four standard N
I

missions of+ the field artillery, (Direct Support,

Reinforzing. General Support Feinforcing, General Sk, pport)

will reveal that they are designed to complement maneuver
I

plans. The hostile artiller,, threat is not a planning..

factor in the -tandard mission. 4 '"
."

FM --" -ates that the fire =ULppI-,rt t:?sB 5 in support

of the defense are to mass c-analizing fires that slow eneT'
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forces and incres qng.agerment tires, to plan ;ire- on

obstacles, to ass:st maneuver in moving and encaging, and t-.

plan fires that will separate the infantrv from the armor. 1

There is no specific mention of counterfire. It is defined

in a separate section.

Counterfires attack enemy indirect fire systems to
include mortar, artillery, air defense, missile,

and rocret systems. Observation posts and field
artiller., command and control facilities are also
counterfire target=. Counterfire a21?w- frzEtom of
,ct2c to p .rt ad mau 's- , and is

accomplished with mortars, cannons, guns, and
aircraft. It must be emphasized that counterfire
is not a separate artillery battle. Counterfires
are planned and e ecUted for offensive and
defensive operations, or they are fired in response
to an immediate request from a maneuver commander.
Within the field artillery, counterfire is normally
the primary responsibility of GS/F-R units but may
be fired by anyone.4 .

The intent of counterfire is to improve friendly direct fire

fcr-es survivabilit;. It does so by denying the enemy

artillery the freedom to suppress those friendly forces.43

Soviet Union. The Soviet purpose of maneuver i5 to %.

exploit the effects of fire." Their maneur,e bY fi.F is a

means emploved to rapidly attack multiple targets. or to

deliver massaie fires on a single taret. 4  This maneuLer

clears the wav fozr the fo-llowing maneuver for-es.

The/ c-.ntinue to c.-.mpute combst power rati=os be-sd on

the density of artillery weapons and others. The Soviets

have established norms for the number of tubes desired per

'il ometer cf front. In the main attack sector against a

prepared defense. ttie, desire to mass si;.t, t. one hundred

tutbe-s .,, .ilonmeter. :iQsinst a -k st defen--se t e ,l ,ill try !

- 5I
try

mP P ir W s 
=

I . r *• . . • , " " "an t a i s t " • " • • " .@" - €i" . ..i

lililiiilillilliimmlldldhlii il llfilllllll * - . , . ? .'.
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to achieve sixy t, eighty. I-; or the se-orar attack

sector, they desire +orty tubes per kilometer of front., 4

Airtillerv is to open the way ±or the breakthrOUgh
by suddenly stunning the enemy troops and
neutral izing ir destroying major defensive threats
with a massive volume of fire against carefu22,f
planned targets according to a precise timetable.
Its main objectives are the destructi_ n of the
enemy means of nucl ear weapons deli very and
artillery and anti-tank weapons whi--h could Caue
trouble with the advance of the armored f.cr.es in
the second phase of the operation. 47

It is apparent that the ctrrent emphasis is ,Mn the

density of fir, rather than oF the weapons. e However, the

emphasis is shifting from a density c,f weapns t o a den-ity

of fire."' The density. =f fire i- a:med at areas - the

hectare being the normal stazndard cf measurement. Despite

that, they still enjoy a ma=ssi've superioriti in numbers and

a belief in the superiority ot mass.

The doct-ine for the US and the So-i ets contiLes it-s

di 'rgence. Ir terms of the aiToUnt Df damage that is to be

done t- the eney, , the US has onli three catecorie s while

the , "-,iets have our. That in itself is not signi-i,-ant.

What i= c igni f iant is the level of d a , ed.

The So-..iet- require much r * dmage to ahieve_. end

similar to that which the LIS desires.

ATTACV METHODOLOGIES

FIRE S'J'OF!T F'FOCESS

US ArtillerS 3.,,=tm, The US artillery must be able to '

atta:.t the enem"'- artiller. and to-. blunt it- effect. It 

has no e,,i. ent to the So.iet m , . tv #i _ technique.
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It is a closed loop s-f-tei that co-:ntinUa_;l lproCCe'SSes

i nformazti on with the i ntent of attack<i na either naw or

previously udU Sat1 units. There are two critical as Pects

to this proce-ss: tazrge-t acquisition and the attack decision.

Target CQUi ci ti on. The imtportance of ta-rget

acqUliticn for the artillery is most clearly demonstratead

t?/ the original Division '36 design. It planned a target

aCqLti~lit2c battalio-n for each di-vision artillery

~curat 1octicroftariets wil1 lo for mo eccncTimcal 0

attac~-.= .-- enemy units. When dealing with limited ases

s uc h a -,Dn C et c an n :) b e f a r w r on g. 52There -are o)ther

essets available within the division such as the CEWI

battalion or units in contact. How-ev,-er, timeliness can

BLuffer with the fo=rmer due= toz competing dem-ands uLpon its

ser i zeE. The la-tte=r is liited to line of sight. F,-r r

% We,
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ru nning ,nut o amR M.n tin , e.-en at t h e E).I vI, '1on t eaes.

Extracts of planned e.peniture rates in FM 101-1I0-I are in

the Appendix. Also in the Appendi:x is a sample attack

guidance for trainina purposes provided to Command and

General Staff Colleges. They are considerablv less.

Unfortunately, the Soviets appear to be less constrained.

Soviet Artillery System. The Soviets believe that

their artillery achieves the same effect. Its principal

effect is to inhibit US tanks and anti-tank weapons.

However, they also believe that they have suf-icient

artillery to attack both direct fire (i.e. front line)

weapons and indirect +ire weapons simultaneously. 5,

The Soviets have determined what their priorities for

artillery attack should be. First they attack those units L

-papable of delivering nuclear weapons. Then they will

attack other fire support systems. Third, they attack:

combat forces in tactical!, operational and finally strategic

depths. Finally they will attack rear service and support

units.0 The top three priorities are the critical elements

under discussion since virtually all US artillery is nuclear

capable and will be in the tactical or operational depth.

EFch of these targets will be attacked by a battalion.

"The battalion is the basic artillery weapons and tactical

subunit.'"" Designating the battalion as the basic firing

unit has been an evolutionary process. Previouslv the

batter, was the basic unit. This is due to the Soviet

perception that modern targets are too hardened, dispersed



and mcbi le to be destroyed bv their "! ire strike"' tactics."c'

Therefore it is necessary to place lar-ger amounts of

artillery on a target in order to achieve the desired level

of destruction. It is also due to their fear of the US

counterfire."l If they can deliver their munitions more

rapidly, then they will be better able to avoid detection

and therefore able to avoid counterfires. In this manner

they are able to retain fire superiority.

Fire superiority is a firepower advantage over the

enemy. It is characterized by a unit's ability to execute

its own missions while effectively suppressing enemv

counterfire. It is achieved by maintaining continuous fire

on the enemy's fire support means.,&2

Their desire to achieve fire superiority reinforces

their belief that they have sufficient assets to do both.

Their doctrine states that Army and Front artillery will

fight the counterfire battle while the organic artillery c+

the divisions will conduct the preparationns and target

neutral izati on or anni hil1ati on *

Even though th-c' apparentl', distinguish between

responsibilities for target attack . the Soviets still use

the same fire support pr:cesE as he WS. The, must acqui re

targets, prcss them, make the attack deci si on fire it and

then assess the results.

In mak~ing their attact Jecsisin targets are

characterized b; area. This tr-vm~sltes to the amount of

artiller', raquired to neotralize or annihilate a~n srsa."



An example of their munition expenditure requirements is

bel ow.

Munition Expenditure Requirement
Soviet 152mm Battalion at US 155mm

Various Areas

US Battery Layout Area - meters
Range Pt 150o 4)0x C. 0x 6C(")0 so0>x 18 C)0I

8 Km 217 319 704 860 101 1741 1666

12 Km 471 545 1014 1219 1471) 1864 2-04
16 km 784 906 1460 1720 1902 2556 71-8

Table 7-

An extract from the Field Artillery Officers Handbook

indicates that they will attempt to neutralize an ATGM with

140 122mm rounds or 100 152am rounds.6 That is for

neutralization, only! By US standards, such ammunition

expenditures would be prohibitive. That presupposes that

the ammunition for such missions is available. Such

exorbitant rates require an extensive ammunition suppl'y

system. They have such a system. The rates are based on

logistical capabilities rather than anticipated usage

rates. L

The amounts of ammunition that they expend is

considerably greater than the US will employ. In World War

II, the Soviets were poor at engaging targets of oppc rtunit,.

once they had commenced their forward displacement.

Precalculated firing data was no longer available.0 There

is reason to believe that this is still the case.

Obsei vation of recent exercises shows that the , hae a hard

,,

upp ,
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time engaging surprise targets, unobserrved targets,

conducting precision fire and massing.&" Attacking areas

with prescribed amounts of ammunition is a means to

compensate for these difficulties.

Target acquisition parameters are similar to US

standards. The target must be visually observed, detected

by electronic means or predicted. In many ways, however,

Soviet target acquisition is not as capable as the US

system. Their radar is less able than the FIREFINDER

system.7 0  Also there are fewer systems available.71 Aside

from prediction, which is based on intelligence, the only

other means that they have to acquire targets is through

observation.

The primary means of observing targets is through the

Command Observation Post (COP). Each battery operates a

COP. Not only is it used to observe the target area. it ,.s

also the primary location in which firing data is

determined. Although there efists redundancy in the

*_omputation system, the location of both the observation and

technical fire direction aspects in one location leads one
I

to the conclusion that thi. :ritical node in the

system.' By their very n , e, these COPs are oriented

towards the front lines ano roops in contact.

With the target acquisi ion means limited primarily to

COP's and planned fires, the question arises as to the

ability of their artillery to accompany the maneuver forces.

The almost total fielding of self propelled weapons belies

% %
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their intent to move with and cl-se to the forces in

contact. Their ammunition haul capability -hows that the,,

intend to maintain their resuppl,, rates regardless of the

movement rates. Another indicator is their desire to

complete missions quickly. They desire to maintain the

momentum of the attack.

SUMMARY

The preceding discussion of the attack methodologies of

the two countries has revealed that there is little

similarity other than the fire support process model. It

has shown that the US relies on its superior target

acquisition capabilities. US artillery is then able to ma:e

maximum use of its limited ammunition supply. The attack

decision made is probably the most difficult one facing the

artilleryman today because of the lack of abundant

ammunition.

The Soviet system maintains the process learned in

World War II - mass. It has not made significant strides in

target acquisition capabilities, relying primarily on its

visually oriented COF's and limited radars. Consequently, it

has developed an ammunition resupply capability that allzws

it to fire ex<orbitant. by US standards, amounts of

ammunition. It attacks areas instead of points.

Having presented the historical foundations, the

opposing doctrines, and the attack methodologies of the two

nations, an case study of the two artillery systems can now

be conducted.

.*,q *4., ~-. ~. . -~&. ~ ~ '*?~ ~~ ~ * **** ** * * 44
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CASE STUDY

SCENARIO

Soviet Division Laydown. The mass that the Soviet s

desire to achieve, along with the density of targets that

will be available to be attacked, is best represented

graphically. In Figure 2 (p. 40) a Soviet Motorized Rifle

Division is represented attacking in accordance with

doctrinal guidance provided in FM 1:O'-2-l, The Soviet Army:

Operations and Tactics (see p. 5-19). It is attacking with

three regiments abreast, each of which has two battalions

attacking abreast. The main attack is o-curring in the

right two regiments, and their frontage is accordingly six. L

kilometers across. The supporting attack on the left has a

frontage of eight kilometers (each square equals 1000m).

The organic indirect fire systems are shown. Each of

the regimental artillery battalions is shown with an "R" to

the left of the unit symbol. Additionally, each regiment

has a heavy mortar battery. The four divisional artillery

battalions (including one MRL battalion) are shown with a

"D" to the left of the symbol. All are at their doctrinal

depth for an attack.

Soviet Artillery Terrain Occupation. Some may

challenge that a battalion will occupy a complete grid

square. Figure -. shows a typical battalion inside a 10C)

meter grid square. Again according to FM 100-2-1.1 each

battery will be separated from its sister batteries by 500-

150C) meters. Additionally. each battery will have two or

2;
.
-p

. ,,%
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three alternative positions. Figure 7 shows three batteries

separated by 500-750 meters, plus one set of alternative

positions. This demonstrates that a grid square is a good

standard of measure for a soviet artillery battalion.

Soviet Artillerv in Zone Laydown. Figure 4 shows the

same maneuver scenario with the appropriate number of

eighteen gun battalions superimposed to reach the doctrinal

tube density level. It actually depicts the low end of the

scale. Rarely in the laydown presented are there more than

sixty tubes per kilometer in the main attack sector. 7 - This

places 34 artillery battalions opposing the US brigade. The

3.4 battalions represent 102 batteries. Including three

mortar batteries brings the total to 105 indirect fire

battery locations opposing the assumed LIS brigade.

US Brigade Laydown. The density of the targets in the

US maneuver sector is similar in scope, but much simpler.

There is only a Direct Support battalion (three +iring

batteries with eight guns each) and its reinfor:ing

battalion. Plus. there would logically be a Multiple Rocket

Launch System (MLRS) platoon in the sector. These three

elements would occupy nine grid squares as depicted in

Figure 5. They represent seven battery locations. This .

represents a 15:1 battery advantage in this non-breakthrough

sector. This is significant if engaged solely in an

artillery duel. .

A J-Series maneuver brigade consists of three

battalions. As depicted in Figure 5, it is defending with
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two battalions up and one in reBerve. 7 4 Each forward

battalion would have four maneuver company battle positions

within ranqe of enemy artillery. Each company's three
p#

platoons would be spread across an approximate three

kilometer frontage. Each platoon would employ 7-4 IFY's or

tanks. This equates to approximately 7-5 direct fire

weapons per kilometer. (Note: This does not imply that each

platoon would physically occupy the kilometer frontage. It

may occupy less, but still cover the remainder with fire. %

Assuming such dispersal and that each weapon was

suitably sited, no two systems could be engaged by a single

indirect fire attack. With 54 IFV's in a mechanized

battalion and 58 tanks in an armor battalion, 100+ weapon

systems are on the front line.

If both friendly artillery and direct fire weapons were

engaged by the Soviet artillery depicted, the artillery duel

tube ratio would be appro',imately 1:1. However, the

tradeoff is that each direct fire svstem would be under

concurrent suppressive fires.

Case Studies: Ability of US to Attack Soviets.

Case 1: An examination of possible counterfire tactics

is revealing. If the US cannon artillery battalions ignore

the Soviet artillery targets, only the MLRS platoon in

sector is available for the mission. Assuming the targets
5,

hav,- been accurately located, and only two rockets pet- enemy

battery are expended (which is low), only eighteen *:+ the

102 enemy batterie, can be BLIppressed before the pl-aton

%.'N-.'I N-K.
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rust reload. During reload time, no enem% art-illery

elements are prevented from firing.
Fj S e

Case 2: If the reinforcing battalion's fires are added

to the artillery duel, the number of elements suppressed

increases. If each four gun platOOn -ires at a Soviet

battery, six additional batteries can be engaged. Further.,

the reinforcing battalion can randomly shift its fires to

other located tariets. This has the effect cf doubling .r

possibly tripling the suppressive effects. Conceivabli, lB

plus 12 (or 30 of the 102) batteries are now suppressed or

moving to escape the fires.

Case 7: Adding the fires of the DS battalion to the

equation raises the total enemy batteries kept fr_)m the

battle to approximately half of those available in the

s.enario. If the fires can be maintained, enemy batteries

will be forced to displace, and those still in position can

be suppressed. This is only possible if all three avilable

friendly elements are employed.

SUMMARY

Physicall' portraying the doctrinal templates 1-or

Soviet artillery illustrates the massive qLuantit,, the, will

bring to the battlefield. Were this e>,tended tc a Soviet

main attack sector, the amounts would increase dramatically.

A correlation of forces overwhelmingly favors the

Soviets. An analysis of the various cases presented shows

that only by using all available friendly artillery i- it

possible to even come close to countering the threat.

.5.
%
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Thus far the dis.cussion has focused on the differencies

in the historical lessons learned, doctrine, and artillery

attack methods. A case study applying those principles was

then presented. It is now time to anal /ze and evaluate all

,of the information thus far presented. From this analysis,

it should be possible to derive some relevant conclusi ons.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

HISTORY

Counterfires evolved from a destruction of the opposing

force's artillery to a neutralization through its

suppressive effects. The United States pursued that route

primarily due to economic reasons. The amount of ammunition

and weapons required to achieve destruction of the enemy was

prohibitive. L

The Soviets have maintained a steady course. They

discovered during the Russo-Japanese war the negative

aspects of effective counterbattery fire. They learned in

World War II the positive effects of massive fires upon the

enemy. Using those two premises they have, despite a brie ,'.

interruption while the role of nuclear weapons on the

battlefield was resolved. steadfastedly relied heal. on

their artillery to carry the battle.

Both sides discovered during the '77 Middle East war

that artillery plays a critical role. The war cannot be

fought singlehandedly by one arm of the force. It is a

combined arms effort. Stripping away one : those arms

causes ripples throughout the system. The impact in the

Al



Soviet Union was to mcderni ze their ar-tiller,, b, making more

and more of it self propelled. They also increased the

amount of artillery organic to various tactical units.

Regiments have gone from having a battery to a battalion in

support of them.

The United States has been bound by economic

constraints. It has fielded new weapon systems. However,

the larger effort has been to acquire better target

acquisition and command and control systems. This is in

line with its economic approach to the problem. It is

better to deliver less fire accurately than more fire

inaccurately and therefore with a lesser chance o-f Success.

The Soviets have gone the opposite route, more -ire with

little significant improvement in their target acqUi~ition
I

ability.

Historically, either approach can be defended.

Artillery is not an effective killer oF enemy artillery,

armored systems, or direct fire weapons. Only if massive

amounts of ammunition are expended will the enemy be placed

in a position where he is physically incapable of ccntinuing

the battle. Artillery achieves the most benefit through

suppression (US) or neutralization (So-iet). It causes the

enemy to lose his psychological edge. Concern for survival

outweighs an ability to continue the mission, be it '".

maneuvering a vehicle or firing an individual weapon.

I

to.,
N



DOCTRINE

United States. Current artillery doctrine is maneuver 0

oriented. The standard missions are all designed to pr.vide VV
means of providing fires to the forward elements. The

ability of the artillery today to "reach out and touch

someone" is limited primarily by its range. Other than

Lance, division and corps artillery units are unable to

attack the echeloned forces presented by the Soviets. Thus,

they are limited to the near range battle. This is. in

effect, supporting those forces in contact. The issue then

becomes whether counterfires are classed as support to the

maneuver forces or as a separate battle. FM 6-20, Fire

Support in Combined Arms Operations, defines a counter-

preparation as:

Usually .. planned by a direct support FA battalion
or higher echelon...It is intensive prearranged
fire delivered when the imminence of an enemy
attack is discovered.7

.

Note the emphasis is on an enemy attack as opposed to an

enemy barrage. Also note that it is planned by the direct

support artillery battalion. Both statements are indicative .0%

of the support to maneuver forces.

A ounterpreparation is planned in two phases. Phase I

is early and simultaneous attacks on enemy forward elements.

their indirect fire systems and enemy OP's. Phase II

attacks enemy command posts, communications and reserves

while continuing the neutralization of enemy indirect fire .

systems. Thus, hidden in the cunterpreparation portion

. . .. -.-- ,,,%* r ,,-. .,ar .- uann mmnlh -n ~il



of the doctrine is an indicator the t the enemi indirect fire

systems are worthy of continuous attack.

Even though doctrine does not overtly dictate that the

enemy artillery systems must be attacked, it does allude to

the necessity. Therefore the effective method, if not his

destruction, is to force him to worry for his own survival.

It is to make him stop firing while in his present position

or to force him to move to a new position. In either c-ase

he is out of action and unable to influence the battle.

When opposing the Soviets with their massive ammunition

supplies, this is doubly effective. In order to support an '

attack with the desired norms of ammunition prestocked, more
a

h
.

than three-fourths of it must be stockpiled on the ground.

If the artillery units are forced to displace, they are

forced to leave the grounded ammunition behind. While it

can eventually catch up with the maneuvering artillery, it

is not immediately available for the current battle.7

Furthermore, the left behind ammunition is subj=-t to damage 

from counterfire. This is another effective means of

limiting the effectiveness of their artillery.

Soviet. The Soviets believe they have sufficient

artillery to provide suppression of enemy direct fire

weapons while simultaneously engaging the enemy indirect

fire systems. The quantities indicated in Figure 7 are an

the low end of the desired densities. Still, it shows that

it is possible to do both missions. The:r artillery is

dual-tasked and able to fulfill the requirement.



C*zmtpat iizon. LUS artillerv is zalso du-al-t5a::Cd.

However, it is spread thin if it tries to acomplheh both

m-, 55s1 ons. An ar-g~ftent a dvanced by, the US artil1lery

* ~community is that reinfori-cng elements will do the

COUflterfj re mission, leaving the DE battalion to do the

close support. The comparison with the Soviet intent to do

both simply collapses when the am~ount of artillery avtailazble

is compared. The nUmbers just do not support dual taski ng.

Counter-fire Target An-al 'isis. There are recurring

.- ont-eire requirements: the attaiick of indirect +ire un it s.

the attack of indirect fire C:3 , and the attack ofn indirect

-fire acquisition systems. The critical node is difficult -to

discern. ttcIng the hostile weapon systems directly is

a: mpl est -as -they are most easily 1 oca-ted. Yet the- are the

Most numerouIs and least susceptible to damage. Attack : na

the C-5 is Ilucrative, but is more difficult to locate.

Final lv attacking the target acqui-Sition eliminates their

abiliLty to see beyond the front line. But their attact:

method (.mass on an area) compensates for th irn~ccuraci es or

lack of target location data. It is a tradeoff.

S T EN 5THS '~ND WE4:'NESSES

Observa_-tions nf the case StUdy and the previouIs

anl 's arevea--l the strengths and weaknesses of the two

systems. The stre-ngths arnd weaknesses of the LIS arnd Soy: et

Sy"stems are ex<actl y opposi te. Th:e US:' strengt h I tare

acqLilsiticn, pramarily througqh the FIFEFINE radar stm

its weakness IS tube densit, -and ammrunition SLIPILlC5.

% %" oe %"~~a ~ ~ * % ~ a* %~ Va



In contrast. the Soviet strenth is the amount of

artillery they have plus the amount of ammunition dedicated

to it. It bespeaks their belief in the dominance ,_f the

artillery on the battlefield. The density is also a

weakness. Such large formations (Figures 2-4) are difficult

to conceal and complicate their terrain and route manaqement

problems. Alternate positions are likely to already be

occupied. Another weakness is target acquisition which is

limited primarily to line of sight. The sheer number of

units to be controlled makes C3 difficult, hence the

reliance on preplanned fires versus targets of opportunity.
p

The US has pursued an economic/qualitative approach. -"

Historically, the US realized that artillery was not an %

effective killer of enemy systems unless large amounts cf

ammunition were expended. However, if it was possible to

locate the enemy targets acCUrately, then it was possible to .'
-.

achieve the maximum damage at the minimum cost. It then

becomes a question of whether or not the approach is

adequate in the face of the Soviet threat.

CONCLUSIONS

The premise at the beginning was that the Dire %

Support Field Artillery Battalion would be better emplo'ed V
.

shooting counterfires than it would providing close support

to the manetver forces. It was founded on the assumption

that the Soviets enjoyed an overwhelmingl, favorable

correlation of forces in artillery. Is the artillerl still -. 5'.

ant issue that should be addressed in battle, engaoeTert and

IN
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campaign plans? y'eS. The record shows that the artillery

is an effective supporter of the ground gaining arms.

Without ar-tiller'y the ground gaining arms are less likely

to achieve success.

Should the DS battalion provide coLunterfires instead cf

close support? Yes.

If one abides by the philosophy that cOunterfires are

part of the support provided to the maneuver forces, then

this is not an issue. Relief from opposing artillery

bombardment is a necessary ingredient to the maneuver

commander's battlefield suc-ess.
I

If one believes the artillery duel is separate from the

battle at the line of contact, the answer remains the same.

The DS battalion should participate in the counterfire

battle.

The Soviets openly state that they can and will

simultaneously fight the counterfire battle and provide

support to their maneuver forces. They have the artillery

weapon system strength to do so. The US working with less

equipment is less able to do so.

US artillerymen are torn between providing support to

the maneuver forces or combating the enemy artillery.

Neither solution is entirely satisfactory. A maneuver

brigade commander will soon discover that his DS battalion

is overwhelmed when it attempts to deal with all of the

targets that are within visual range (and therefore

detection) bv his front line forces. His DS battalion has

I



insufiicient Systems available to deal with the ottc! ing

forces. Combined with the suppressive effects of the Soviet

artillery, his forces will be overwhelmed and defeAted in

detail. Meanwhile, the limited reinforcing or general

support artillery assets available to the brigade commander

will also come under suppressive fires. They also will be

unable to defeat the enemy artillery singlehandedly and will

be neutralized.

If the DS battalion is not employed initially in the

cOunterfire battle, the entire force will be guilty of

attempting to to do much with too little, spreading itself

too thin. When that occurs, the principles of mass and

concentration are violated, and the likelihood for defeat

increases dramatically. CACDA, in their Division . study,

reached much the same conclusion.

Reducing target servicing assets to increase
counterfire assets, either weapons such as MLRS or
equipment such as ammunition resupplY vehicles,
increased the overall combat effectiveness of the
division.

Reducing counterire weapon assets (both MLRS
and tube artillery), while increasing either target
servi:c:ng weapon aseet= or counterfire ammunition
r esup Pl__. aset-s. decreases the o_-erall combat
effecti /eness of the division. 7 0

It is readily apparent that a solution to the dilemma

would be to increase the amount of artillery weapon a_,=tems

or ammunition available. It is also apparent that

qualltatie improvements significantly extending the range

and destructi' eness of the weapcn -ystei~ woud great-.

assist the effort. However, s_,ch soltions oe 1no:

1..
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economically + esibi e ua-3 i tat~ ve improvements are in

development, bUt will not be fielded in the near future.

Thus, this study deals from a "status quo" basis.

Other conclusions are possible :f the conditions

change. It has already been shown that the Soviet rhythm

will be upset if they are forced to shift away from their
NJ

prestocked ammunition sites. If that occurs, they will be

prevented from applying the desired norms. Then, friend2 ,

artillery could possibly afford to do missions other than

counterf ire.

This argument lends credence to the need for a deep

-'vering force are--. It forces the Soviet to displace his

artillery forward in order to engage the forces at the FE-tA.,

If that is the case, it is again possible to divert friendly

artillery to other mission.

Another possible conclusicn concerns their massing off

artillery. If it is done in accordance with their norms,

will be very difficult to conceal, especially given tzdE's

detection means. If their mas-ing for an attacV -an be

detected, an aggressive preemptive counterpreparatin would

be -ignificant in achieving success. A Kursk: in reverse!

There are risks involved in any decisicn. This is nc

diferent. Using the DS battalion for counterfire dep'-:ves

the maneuver forces of indirect fires other than their

mortars. Currentl y, the M1 tank. and M2 !FV are

qualitat:,el, superior tc their enemy -o=unte=rprts.

uonceivably they can wtn their fight without artillery

W--



su'pport.~ There :a1 wa , the h-'t 1 vt-a r: w: I

not hold tru.e.

The idea= 2+ the DS batai:n Ho~nQ ooCLrtertjire AA.

rseected i-i the -)a:=t -tnd;-r th arg'ttuent that,! t-he rnAr=utver

elements need s:-pport..10  However, it is an ezr~t.ment with

r Is k. The risk o+ not try in' to win the artillery

SLuperi.ority/ battle is on _ o+ det-=at i~n detaril. Th a

a rtille sr . f i :ih t -ing the, - - :.se enrg z.e een t "-z. t t Ie w -,11 - r c .btI y

have more missons sent to it than it can handle. F urt+-;I -r

this artiller-, r~isks being accr-v 1'-eted o the

battle-4 ield. The reinfcorcing a:rtiliery oa=r, bty a~

omnv limited _ 4g--*t upon the enem,.- '~'~r1. the

enemy\ will be able to do as he desires. +-Q~ht toth the

artille ry a-=nd Close SLtPP'Zr-t tba-ttle 'no-rety

RE OMMEND AT i ON

EDo,-tr: ne ;Sho,-1 d be rewritten in twoz Fato i re

supp-ort dcctr: na needs to eo'F:: more 01 eazrly the meezC,

fo te ontrf:r. it shm.jl1d be: al rt:itd: FM

i r: arD- Tanr o -I_~__ ter~-fr tas[ or ak

re i~ement .

S e -7o d. the t - =1 t-t n, COUL d noct b e --c:. rtr:a n e tfro-,

P =~~rti i pt inmg :r- the coumter-c r-2 -o'-:? . -The-: emoti:D n ai

react t -on ttthe i anu'r + :r~e = : 1a w ed~i~_~~-

Eu'r 'nre h : f te op - =- t hr s t. :t -: n-es
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the per ormnsre o-f friend; ,. rzes on the fr,-,nt I ne. Lnt i I

t h s ti t i l-1 1 jris dC e eted~ .l e o r ts s hO U 1d b e

dev*_2tad t : • attacki ng it. Fai l-,re to do So) wi 1 1urrencer

the initiative to- the Soviet. He has no such qualms.
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~N~ X: >:tr -F rom FrM ifK i-1 "1-1 (,rti 11 rer

R-t

Cl. FM 101-10-i

7Tb ,7-4 De,/yA ,rilery A-'Thna, o Requ.,le"'.on

Ro~unds Per Wwa" n.,, Short To.' (S TON) 
p

Tsof L..el O x o' ,,-d

oste. ocotmtl Roun,.d$ STa..Pond, STON tto.,od, STON

Pon A. 106mm Nta.Ua 
7

I-.Ha" 491 16.8 511 17 5 196 68

C~',g 2-M"Itt 319 10.9 332 11 4 11 A4

Fmt.' 3-LQtt 172 5.9 179 6 1 69 24

0.4..',. lIsu.v 423 14.5 467 160 2Z2 76

of 2.Mociersto 275 94 304 104 144 49 %d

Pae n -L,0't 148 5.1 M6 5.6 78 2 7

Attack 144aa.y 376 12.9 361 130 210 7

of 2.Maorate 244 84 248 85 137 4 7

pal'ttat 3.L-ght 132 4.5 133 46 74 2

Part 13. 155-rn. Iaw-taor 0,nvtanahl

I-ov254 17.2 274 189 074 I1 6

Cas~l 2.mocwtats 165 11.2 178 12 1 113 7 7 .

Fwrm )-L,tt8 6.0 96 6.5 "1 4 1 .4

Defense. 1I4Sanv 203 13.8 207 14 0 163 12 4

of2-Mtdoato 132 9.0 135 92 119 8 1

polmot,o 3-L'ht 71 4.8 72 49 54 A 2

Attack 1-Ma.-y 146 99 153 104 140 95

of 2-Moderto 95 64 99 67 1?162

pansoon 3-Llght 5I I.6 54 2.7 49 3.3

Pori C. 155-mm Homwtzat iflond-oo 14

I How.y 309 21.0 333 226 21214

Co~w'ng 2.Modeatt 201 13.6 216 14 1 1,18 94

Forc. 3-L.~tt 10o 7.3 117 79 73 5.0

D.4m# 1-ttaa.y 227. 15.4 236 159 Ing 135%

of 2.Madersto 148 10.0 153 104 129 66

paoo 3.L,ght 79 S.3 82 5 6 A0 7 .

Attack I.Hasty 176 11.9 163 124 170 )15

of 2-Modersto 114 7.7 119 8 1 1117

Paionf 3-L0 ht 62 4.2 6y4 4.2 60 4 I

I-Howy" 360 47.3 361 47 4 207 77 2-

coo~g 2P~ e2A 307 225 208 25 17

Force 3-Lght 126 16.5 126 165 73 96

Defensea l-HeW 177 23.2 164 21 5 -0 11 8

ot 7.Amodetate 115 15.1 107 140 b9 71 7

Pvtston 3-LI90-.t 62 8.1 57 7 5 22 4.2

Attack I-Hary 130 17.1 127 16 7 567A

ot 2.Maderote 85 11.1 a., 109 . 4 7

Polt~,t 3-Lght 46 6.0 45 5.9 213 76

Pan E. 8-,.' Ha*,tzet lMond.,vivOuiall 
s.

I.Hary 446 58.5 448 56.6 27 33 7 f

Coawngt 2-Modierate 9 36.1 9138 2 167 21 5.

Force 3-Lght 166 20.5 157 206 90 1 a

Defent. 1-Hoovy 177 23.3 t64 21 5 90 II 8

of 2-Mace'st. )i5 15.1 107 140 59 7 7

Papt.'" IoL~ght 6? 8.1 57 7 5 32 4 2

Attack 1-tHawv 161 2i.1 158 20 7 19 9 1

of 2-Moderate 105 13.6 103 135 46 59

Pona' 2-,, 56 7.4 55 73a 2432

7-11
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APP~ENDIX: E>t +: ro FrI 1UC- t~t1e' E:pnatrG

C1, FM 101-10-1

Table 7-4 Oblyv Artillery Arneunirpa, Reou-rer,,ent- J
Rounds Per Weapon and'Short Tons (S TON/I-Continued .

First Succeeding 1"otracttd
Type of Lendl of day days' Pertod

2

overation operation, Rounds STON
3  

Rounds STO N Round, STON

Part F. 175nsr Gun lNond-nonal)

I lleaoy 372 51.2 481 662 221 304
Co-nng I Moerr-al. 242 33 313 43.1 144 198
Force 3-irs 130 17.9 168 23 1 74 10,2
Defense I hea,,y 166 22.9 190 24.8 64 88a
Of 2-Moderate 108 14.9 117 16A1 42 58a
Positon 3.Light 58 8.0 63 8.7 212 3.0

Attack I Heeny 113 156 113 15.6 53 7 3
of 2-Moderate 74 10.2 74 10.2 35 48
Pol~to. 3Light 40 5.5 40 5.5 19 2 6

1
Ss-cced..g days are thy second. third, and fourth days of the bottle. For the fifth-day am-unition elf.,etnents. 18kq the anerage

of the succeedittg days rate and the protracted tati.
2
P,.ro,cea p.tod refers to days 6 through 15 Foe estimating arttmunitiott retauretnerrs for petiods trester than 15 davs. use rote"

provided in SB 38-26, as jorended by DA tmessage 262258Z Aug 76. subject PtY 77 USAR6IJR Arnrirunition-Theotet Cornblit
Rates.

3 
STON .a conorted ott total me it per cornoete round 105.tt-n-68.5 [bird

155rttt-13S.7 lbird
175.nt-275 4 Ibird

8tr-262.5 lb/rd

Table 7-6 Daily Antitank Guided M>isuile Rou-renenti-
Rounds Per Weaon/Launcter and Short Tonset ,TomV e

First Succeeding Frot-aced
Type of Lenel of day days

t  
taerrod

2

00"01t10n operation Missiles STON
3  

Mi,-iet STON Missiles STON

Part A. TOW lMaantad/Uneeoanted) Ground Syntmr

1-teanyV 9 39 10 44 4 17
Co'errn 2 mryierau. 5 22 6 26 2 Ofta
Force 3-Ltght 2 09 3 13 1 04
ottense 1 ltu 9 .39 10 44 4 17

of 2 Noderate 6 .26 7 30 2 028
Fosrion 2 Lriqhq 4 17 4 17 I 04
Attack I Heany 7 30 8 34 4 17
of 2 iomm 4 17 5 22 2 08
Foston 3 Light 2 08 3 13 1 04

Ilnyon I trwny 5 22 6 26 4 17 4and 2?Mocate~ 3 13 4 17 2 08
Sec: -it 3 Light 2 08 2 08 1 04 40

Part S. TOW Aaerat Sytan,

0ee~ I Htr- 12 52 13 52 1 22
of*.. 2 Moderate 6 26 8 34 3 173
Potrtro 3 Light 3 13 4 17 1 04

Dtac I Heavy 92 52 10 57 S 22
00 2moderate 30 6 26 3 .13
posittn 3 -ght 3 08 3 17 1 04
Attck 1 H'e"n 9 30 810 5 23
aof 2 Modreate 4 27 22 3 13 '

Securty 3 Light 2 08 2 08 1 04

7-12
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CHAPTER 8

FIELD ARTILLERY CAPABILITIES

Section 1. AMMU'NITION ALLOCATION AND EXPENDITURE

8-1. BASIC LOADS

The basic load is that quantity of nonnuclear ammunition that is authorized and required to be
on hand by an artillery battalion, It is expressed in specific types of rounds per tube. The theater
commander determines the basic load requiremrents. For instructional purposes at the CGSC, basic
loads are as follows:

155min battalion 203-mm battalion MILRS btry

Per tubs Per bn Per tube Per bn Launcher Btry

HE is 432 28 504
RAP 24 576 16 28R
AP lCM 5 120 3 54
DP lCNM 135 3.240 93 I,6)74 4 432
Ilium 5 120
Smoke 7 168
IVP 5 120
RAAMS 19 456
ADAM 7 168
Copperhead 9 261

Totals 234 5.661 140 2,520 48 432P

8-2. EXPENDITURE RATES%

The average expenditure rates shown below are expressed in rounds per weapon per day for
assigned or attached artillery.

DIVISION ARTILLERY

First Succeeding Protracted
day day period

155mm 203-mmr 155mm 203-mm 1.55 MM 203 mm

Couering1
force 254 36u 274 361 174 207

Main battle
area 203 177 207 164 183 90

Offense 1416 130 153 127 410 .76

CORI'S ARTILLERY

Catering
force 309 446 333 448 212 257

Main battle
area 227 177 235 164 199 90

Offense 176 161 183 158 1710 f;9

The above rates represent operations conducted against heavy resistance. For moderate or light
resistance rates use figures in ST 101-2, Planning Factors, table 2-15.

86 iST IC0J30 2202 -
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arti ller-Y weapons sinlce 9~ It shows a Sovi.et prOoCtrerlent
rate ten times greater than the US.

2. Joseph A. Adelman, "Prepared-ness for CO~nterflrs."
M.M.2i.s. U.S. -irry Comm-and and General itaff
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Artillerv., " C;C -: IndividUal Research F'rcectl AK 74-75.

13. William FP. Baxter, Sov iet Airland E4attle Tactic=s,
(Novatao, CA: Presidio Press, !96,p. 205.

14. Levidov (a Soviet Colonel), "Artillery
COUnterpreparation." The Field Artillery Journal, November
194T, pp. 811-812.

15. Durinq World War II, the amount of unobserved fire wa_
estimated to be between 5C-75% of all missions fired.
Approximately 2 ) Q7o of all missions were observed, r mo,,e.

onto the target by the observer. See Dorothy Clark,
Incidence of Predicted Field Artillery Fire. (Washintcn.
D.C.: The Johns Hopkins University, 70 October 195,0) , p. 2.

16. Adelman, pp. .-- 40.

17. Ibid.. pp. 41-42. What artillery they did possess was
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Ott, VietNam Studies: Field Artillery, 1954-19'77,

(Washington D.C.: HQ, Department of the Army, 1975), p. 13.

18. David E. Ott, VietNam Studies: Field Artillery, 1'54-
197':. (Washington, D.C.: HO. Department of the Army, 1975),
p. 156. During Operation PEGASUS in April 1968, the let
Cavalry Division Artillery attacked enemy artillery systems

that previously had been able to shell The Sanh at will.
With the silencing of those systems, the enemy artillery
ceased to be a deterrent to maneuver.
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War II, (New York: Hippocrene Books, Inc., 1978), pp. 12-17.
The US history of self propelled weapons is sporadic.

During World War II there was some mechanization primarilyin the evolution of the tank destroyer units. The chassis
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in the 4Q f' . In the 1970's, new towed artillery systems
were introduced as a means to reduce costs over the
increasingly e,'pensive SF artillery. Since the current SP
weapons had no chemical protection and very little armor

protection, reverting back to a towed (and unprotected)
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31. FM 6-141-1. Field Artillery Target Analsis and Weapons

Employment: NonNuclear, (Washington., D.C.: HOJ, Department of
the Army, 15 February 1978 with Change 1 dated 24 September
193C.). p. 4-9. ST 100-3, CGSC Battle book, which is not
approved doctrine but which is used widely throughout the
college further defines them as:

SUPPRESSION. ... limits the freedom of enemy
personnel in the target area. It causes tanks to
button up ... obscures ... cumulative effect
... allows direct fire weapons to effectively place
fires on targets. The effects ... usually last 
only as long as the fires are continued. Most
targets on the battlefield can be suppressed.
NEUTRALIZATION. ... knocks it out of the battle -.

temporarily. The unit will become effective again
when the casualties are replaced and damage is
repaired...normally occurs when it suffers iC-
percent casualties or damage. It is delivered with
the aim of hampering -or interrupting the firing of
weapons. Assets required vary...
DESTRUCTION. ... out of action permanently. Direct
hits are required to destroy hard material
targets... considered destroyed when it suffers 30-
percent casualties...assets vary, but usually
require a large expenditure of ammunition.
Destruction of tanks and BMPs or dug-in targets is ON
not economical except with the 155-mm Copperhead. I..

32. Valentin Y. Lebedev, Field Artillery Officers Handbook.
Translated by Foreign Broadcast Information Service., 194,".
p. 6.

33. United States Army Intelligence and Threat Analysia
Center, Soviet Army Operations, (Washington, D.C.: HQ,
Department of the Army. 1978), pp. 5-6. See also Allan S.
Rehm, Monographs on Soviet Military Theory, Analysis and
Practice: Soviet Artillery Planning Factors (U), Ketron,
Inc. August 1978, p. 26.

74. The artillery capability to kill systems today', has nct
improved upon the historical record. This can be seen from
the lethal areas for a typical artillery shell. todav. A
155mm high explosive projectile today has a lethal radius of
15 meters for standing personnel and a lethal radius .2t
meters for a tank. In other words, to achieve a 95%
probability of killing personnel or systems, the round must
ex:plode within that distance from them. A Dual Purpose
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that artillery effects, though lethal, are less than is
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